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Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a prominent cancer in 
Southeast Asia. Decades of studies have shown that NPC is 
closely associated with infection of the human herpesvirus, 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). Quantitative real-time PCR-
based technique was developed to detect circulating cell-
free EBV DNA (cf-EBV DNA) as a biomarker for NPC in 
1999 by a team led by Dr. Lo in Hong Kong (1). The cf-
EBV DNA in plasma has proven useful for early detection, 
prognosis, treatment response and disease recurrence 
monitoring of NPC (2). A recent large prospective cf-EBV 
DNA screening study was published in New England Journal 
of Medicine (3); it was carried out by the same Hong Kong 
team, collecting blood between July 2013 and February 
2016 from more than 20,000 volunteers (ethnically at-risk 
group, Chinese males aged 40–62) who had participated 
in the 147 health education sessions. This screening study 
demonstrated several key benefits related to using a rather 
conserved W repeat sequence of cf-EBV DNA as a marker 
for NPC. First, circulating cf-EBV DNA in plasma samples 
showed a very high sensitivity (97.1%) and specificity 
(98.6%) for detecting NPC in asymptomatic ethnically 
at-risk males. Second, a significantly higher proportion 
of participants diagnosed with NPC using cf-EBV 
DNA had an early stage (stage I or II) disease (Figure 2  
in Chan et al., NEJM 2017) compared with that of previous 
cohort in Hong Kong (4). Third, the quantitative cf-EBV 
DNA test is a well-established method with a fairly low 
estimated cost (approximately US$30). Given that early 
detection can reduce mortality, morbidity, and treatment 

costs, the use of cf-EBV DNA test to screen the at-risk 
population for NPC appears to be a technically feasible and 
cost-effective practice for regions with a high incidence of 
this disease.

In contrast to the technical challenges associated with 
screening for cancers that are not associated with viral 
infection, viral nucleic acid markers can be good biomarkers 
for detecting virus-associated cancers. In addition to the 
use of EBV DNA screening in NPC, HPV and HBV DNA 
are screened in Pap smear samples for the detection of 
cervical carcinoma and in blood samples for detection of 
hepatocellular carcinoma, respectively. However, HPV has 
more than 100 genotypes, and at least 13–14 genotypes 
are high risk based on oncogenic potential and geographic 
differences, indicating the need for a multiplexed-DNA 
screening tool (5). Similarly, specific HBV genotypes and 
mutants are recommended for the risk of hepatocellular 
carcinoma (6). 

The collection of liquid biopsies or body fluids and the 
analysis of circulating DNA derived from cancer cells are 
becoming increasingly important for oncology researches 
and patient care. The clinical analysis of circulating tumor 
DNA in patient plasma samples has a high sensitivity for 
detecting cancer. To date, this strategy has mainly been 
used to guide treatment selection and monitor treatment 
response by detecting residual disease or recurrence. EBV 
contains a double-stranded DNA genome of approximately 
170 kb and persistently infects almost all tumor cells in 
EBV-associated NPC. EBV sequences in cell-free plasma 
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can thus serve as a surrogate for tumor DNA. In addition, 
the unique structural features of EBV DNA including 
internal repetitive BamHI W sequences (mostly 10 or more 
repeats in each EBV genome), high copy numbers of EBV 
episome presence in infected NPC cells (~50–30,000 EBV 
genome equivalents) (7,8) and high level of EBV DNA in 
the patient plasma sample offer researchers an excellent 
opportunity to detect cf-EBV DNA by sensitive PCR-based 
method and to allow large-scale screening of samples (1).  
Thus, the EBV repetitive sequence of the BamH1 W 
fragment turned out to be the most sensitive EBV-PCR 
target. The current method has a detection limit of 20 EBV 
copies or 200 copies of the BamH1 W target sequences per 
milliliter of plasma sample for standard quantitative PCR 
analysis. Even a small tumor releases enough EBV DNA 
into the circulation to allow this sensitive method to detect 
cancer-associated changes. Compared with the analysis of 
mutated DNA sequences or DNA copy number variations 
in tumor cells, the detection of EBV sequences in NPC is 
not affected by the presence of wild-type cellular genomic 
DNA and tumor cell heterogeneity. 

Early detection of cancer including NPC can offer 
the greatest chance for cure. In the recent study by Chan  
et al., the cf-EBV DNA test for NPC screening identified 
16 patients with stage I disease, eight with stage II disease, 
eight with stage III disease, and two with stage IV disease. 
In contrast, more than 80% of NPC cases were identified at 
a late stage of disease in an historical cohort, the 2013 Hong 
Kong Cancer Registry (3). Thus, the recent prospective 
clinical trial study demonstrated the clinical utility for the 
diagnostic cf-EBV DNA test.

In the context of NPC population screening, the EBV 
DNA test may outperform the current strategies that use 
antibodies against EBV proteins or immune response 
signatures. Antibodies to the viral capsid antigen (VCA), 
the EBV nuclear antigen 1 (EBNA 1), and early antigen 
(EA), individually or in combination, have been examined 
in serum samples from at-risk populations in southeast 
China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. The anti-VCA and anti-
EBNA1 antibodies, which are used clinically as serological 
biomarkers for NPC diagnosis, recently underwent a cluster 
randomized trial in Southern China (9) and Taiwan (10) 
to assess their ability to identify disease-free individuals 
at high risk for developing NPC. The most recent study 
comprehensively measured EBV IgG and IgA antibody 
responses using a custom protein microarray targeting  
199 sequences from 86 EBV proteins. The levels of 60 IgA 
and 73 IgG antibodies were found to be elevated in stage 

I/II NPC patients compared to controls, and the use of a 
14-antibody signature that included anti-VCA and anti-
EBNA1 was found to improve the NPC screening results. 
However, the output of antibody level was not found to 
directly reflect the amount of antibody in the blood (11). 

To summarize, Chan et al. demonstrated that the cf-
EBV DNA test can be a feasible and sensitive means for 
population screening of NPC. From a practical standpoint, 
it is likely that this screening test can identify at-risk 
individuals who initially show a negative screening result in 
anti-EBV antibody test and/or lacking noticeable symptom 
but may develop NPC within 2 years. Finally, public health 
campaigns and the large-scale sensitive quantitative cf-
EBV DNA screening test effectively improve the awareness 
as well as the early NPC detection for populations at-risk. 
Both the campaigns and EBV screening test should be 
encouraged, supported and conducted routinely to fight 
against EBV-associated NPC.
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